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	The world we live in is filled with molecules. Starting with oxygen and nitrogen

	in the atmosphere, water, carbon dioxide, and ammonia are all molecules. Furthermore,

	plants and animals are all composed of molecules. In the field of chemistry,

	which is regarded as science for molecules, it has been one of the most important

	and long-lasting fundamental issues to know the geometrical structure of a variety

	of molecular species around us.





	Roughly speaking, there are two major methods to investigate the geometrical

	structure of molecules in the gas phase. One is molecular spectroscopy and the other

	is gas electron diffraction. In molecular spectroscopy, molecules are irradiated with

	light or electric waves, and a diagram called a spectrum is measured. In the diagram,

	rich information regarding the dynamics of electrons within a molecule, the

	vibrational motion of nuclei within a molecule, and the overall rotational motion of

	a molecule are encoded. Specifically, from the spectrum related with the rotational

	motion of molecules, we can derive information which is directly connected to the

	geometrical structure of molecules.





	Therefore, it can be described that the most central issue in the field of molecular

	spectroscopy is to know how we can extract information concerning molecular motion

	from an observed spectrum. If we regard a spectrum as a secret code, the issue

	is nothing but decoding the code and developing the methodology on the decoding

	procedure. In order to decode the spectrum and to derive information of molecules

	properly, we need to realize that molecules are described by quantum mechanics.





	In the present textbook, we learn that the motion of electrons in a molecule,

	molecular vibration, and molecular rotation are all “quantized” and that the consequence

	of the quantization appears vividly in the spectrum. Furthermore, we understand

	how we can determine the geometrical structure of molecules, and simultaneously

	we appreciate the fundamentals of quantum mechanics of molecules.
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The Photographic Eye: Learning to See with a CameraSterling, 1995
P hotography is both an art and a science. As an art, it expresses a personal vision. As a science, it relies on technology. This double nature is not unique to photography. Every kind of creative expression —such as music, dance or painting —has both a purely artistic side and a more scientific or techological side as well. For...
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A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2009
The book serves as a first introduction to computer programming of scientific applications, using the high-level Python language. The exposition is example- and problem-oriented, where the applications are taken from mathematics, numerical calculus, statistics, physics, biology, and finance. The book teaches "Matlab-style" and procedural...
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Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The ElbowLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002

	This acclaimed volume of the Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery series is now in its Second Edition--expanded and updated to reflect the latest improvements in surgical technique. The world's foremost elbow surgeons describe their preferred techniques in step-by-step detail, explain the indications and contraindications,...
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Zoho For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Zoho — the free suite of online productivity applications — offers a fantastic set of resources for anyone with Internet access. You can use a state-of-the-art word processor, spreadsheet, database system, or any of many other applications that Zoho offers. Those applications are as powerful as any you’ll find that you install...
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Facebook API Developers Guide (Firstpress)Apress, 2008

	The Facebook API allows web developers to create Facebook applications and access Facebook data from other applications. Facebook API Developers Guide covers the use and implementation of the Facebook API—what the key features are and how you can access them. You will learn, through practical examples, the main features of the...
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London For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	London is both traditional and trend-setting — the home of ceremonious pomp and pageantry and the "anything goes" aura of Soho. You can hang around the Tower of London or seek out the happening spots. Dine on fish and chips, try modern British cuisine, or take advantage of great ethnic restaurants, including Indian, French,...
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